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GPS Insight Integrates with Fleetio to Streamline Fleet Maintenance for Mutual
Customers
Scottsdale, AZ— GPS Insight, among the leaders in GPS fleet tracking technology, announced an
integration partnership with Fleetio. Fleetio is a top fleet maintenance software for fleets of all sizes that
simplifies the management of maintenance operations.
The data integration allows customers who use both systems to receive automated odometer readings
and Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) Alerts from GPS Insight inside the Fleetio software application.
Receiving automated and up‐to‐date odometer readings reduces the time spent going from truck to truck
or eliminates relying on drivers to report accurate mileage. This also ensures that preventative
maintenance, based on mileage, is completed on time. Having DTC Alerts automatically sent from the
vehicles to Fleetio will allow management stay on top of “check engine light” problems and to choose
whether or not to require service.
“The integration that Fleetio and GPS Insight set up simplifies fleet management for me. I no longer have
to manually get odometers from each of our 100 vehicles and they now electronically flow into Fleetio so
that I can schedule maintenance accurately and on time,” Rick Vaughan, Fleet Administrator for Marc
Community Resource Center shared. “I am very happy with how quick and easy it was to set up and would
highly recommend it to anyone looking to extend the life of their fleet with an efficient management
solution. The opportunity to utilize two great platforms as one simple management tool makes my job
that much easier.”
This integration comes at no additional cost to customers that wish to utilize it.
For more information about integrating other software applications with GPS Insight, please visit
http://www.gpsinsight.com/solutions/features/integrations.
About GPS Insight:
GPS Insight is a top technology provider of GPS fleet tracking software for businesses and government
agencies with mobile assets. Using the GPS Insight Vehicle & Asset Tracking Solutions, customers realize a
significant increase in efficiency and gain insight into all aspects of their fleet operations. Fleets work
with GPS Insight to solve their unique fleet challenges through increased revenue, reduced costs, and
reduced risk. GPS Insight provides highly flexible solutions, which include a wide range of customized
reports, alerts, and other innovative features that can be tailored to meet specific customer
requirements and ensure maximum return on investment. Visit www.gpsinsight.com.
About Fleetio:
Fleetio is a leading fleet management software that helps companies track, analyze and improve their

fleet operations. Rather than using spreadsheets or outdated software, Fleetio enables fleets of all sizes to
manage everything in a modern, intuitive system. Fleetio offers simple and comprehensive management
of all day‐to‐day fleet operations and data while also providing fuel card and GPS integration, all‐inclusive
support, unlimited account users and online and mobile accessibility. For more information on Fleetio,
please visit www.fleetio.com.
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